Scrubber/Sweeper applications can put batteries to the ultimate test. With long hours of demanding use they draw deep-discharges of power from the battery. That's why these Scrubber/Sweeper batteries are equipped with special reinforced features to handle the heaviest deep cycle use. Reinforced grids, plates with higher density oxide, and durable glass mat envelope separators ensure longer life cycles and superior performance. The exterior features a heavy gauge polypropylene case that has been specially engineered to withstand tough use without damaging the internal components.

**Heavy-duty deep cycle service**
High-density plates and reinforced grid design withstand continual deep cycling

**Electrical short prevention system**
Protects power-producing components from life-robbing electrical shorts

**Rugged vibration resistant construction***
Reinforced internal design withstands heavy-duty use

**Premium glass mats**
Protect battery’s ability to store energy (less recharging, longer life)

**Less watering, less maintenance design**
Large reservoir and ultra-pure electrolyte optimizes water utilization. Special alloy and separator material reduces water consumption

**Tough polypropylene case and cover**
Resist breakage to protect equipment and extend service life
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